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• New York Times bestseller • The 100 most substantive solutions to reverse global warming,
based on meticulous research by leading scientists and policymakers around the world “At this
point in time, the Drawdown book is exactly what is needed; a credible, conservative solutionby-solution narrative that we can do it. Reading it is an effective inoculation against the
widespread perception of doom that humanity cannot and will not solve the climate crisis.
Reported by-effects include increased determination and a sense of grounded hope.” —Per
Espen Stoknes, Author, What We Think About When We Try Not To Think About Global
Warming “There’s been no real way for ordinary people to get an understanding of what they
can do and what impact it can have. There remains no single, comprehensive, reliable
compendium of carbon-reduction solutions across sectors. At least until now. . . . The public is
hungry for this kind of practical wisdom.” —David Roberts, Vox “This is the ideal environmental
sciences textbook—only it is too interesting and inspiring to be called a textbook.” —Peter
Kareiva, Director of the Institute of the Environment and Sustainability, UCLA In the face of
widespread fear and apathy, an international coalition of researchers, professionals, and
scientists have come together to offer a set of realistic and bold solutions to climate change.
One hundred techniques and practices are described here—some are well known; some you
may have never heard of. They range from clean energy to educating girls in lower-income
countries to land use practices that pull carbon out of the air. The solutions exist, are
economically viable, and communities throughout the world are currently enacting them with
skill and determination. If deployed collectively on a global scale over the next thirty years, they
represent a credible path forward, not just to slow the earth’s warming but to reach drawdown,
that point in time when greenhouse gases in the atmosphere peak and begin to decline. These
measures promise cascading benefits to human health, security, prosperity, and wellbeing—giving us every reason to see this planetary crisis as an opportunity to create a just and
livable world.
You think you have a winning strategy. But do you? Executives are bombarded with bestselling
ideas and best practices for achieving competitive advantage, but many of these ideas and
practices contradict each other. Should you aim to be big or fast? Should you create a blue
ocean, be adaptive, play to win—or forget about a sustainable competitive advantage
altogether? In a business environment that is changing faster and becoming more uncertain
and complex almost by the day, it’s never been more important—or more difficult—to choose the
right approach to strategy. In this book, The Boston Consulting Group’s Martin Reeves, Knut
Haanæs, and Janmejaya Sinha offer a proven method to determine the strategy approach that
is best for your company. They start by helping you assess your business environment—how
unpredictable it is, how much power you have to change it, and how harsh it is—a critical
component of getting strategy right. They show how existing strategy approaches sort into five
categories—Be Big, Be Fast, Be First, Be the Orchestrator, or simply Be Viable—depending on
the extent of predictability, malleability, and harshness. In-depth explanations of each of these
approaches will provide critical insight to help you match your approach to strategy to your
environment, determine when and how to execute each one, and avoid a potentially fatal
mismatch. Addressing your most pressing strategic challenges, you’ll be able to answer
questions such as: • What replaces planning when the annual cycle is obsolete? • When can
we—and when should we—shape the game to our advantage? • How do we simultaneously
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implement different strategic approaches for different business units? • How do we manage
the inherent contradictions in formulating and executing different strategies across multiple
businesses and geographies? Until now, no book brings it all together and offers a practical
tool for understanding which strategic approach to apply. Get started today.
The Challenge Built to Last, the defining management study of the nineties, showed how great
companies triumph over time and how long-term sustained performance can be engineered
into the DNA of an enterprise from the verybeginning. But what about the company that is not
born with great DNA? How can good companies, mediocre companies, even bad companies
achieve enduring greatness? The Study For years, this question preyed on the mind of Jim
Collins. Are there companies that defy gravity and convert long-term mediocrity or worse into
long-term superiority? And if so, what are the universal distinguishing characteristics that
cause a company to go from good to great? The Standards Using tough benchmarks, Collins
and his research team identified a set of elite companies that made the leap to great results
and sustained those results for at least fifteen years. How great? After the leap, the good-togreat companies generated cumulative stock returns that beat the general stock market by an
average of seven times in fifteen years, better than twice the results delivered by a composite
index of the world's greatest companies, including Coca-Cola, Intel, General Electric, and
Merck. The Comparisons The research team contrasted the good-to-great companies with a
carefully selected set of comparison companies that failed to make the leap from good to great.
What was different? Why did one set of companies become truly great performers while the
other set remained only good? Over five years, the team analyzed the histories of all twentyeight companies in the study. After sifting through mountains of data and thousands of pages
of interviews, Collins and his crew discovered the key determinants of greatness -- why some
companies make the leap and others don't. The Findings The findings of the Good to Great
study will surprise many readers and shed light on virtually every area of management strategy
and practice. The findings include: Level 5 Leaders: The research team was shocked to
discover the type of leadership required to achieve greatness. The Hedgehog Concept
(Simplicity within the Three Circles): To go from good to great requires transcending the curse
of competence. A Culture of Discipline: When you combine a culture of discipline with an ethic
of entrepreneurship, you get the magical alchemy of great results. Technology Accelerators:
Good-to-great companies think differently about the role of technology. The Flywheel and the
Doom Loop: Those who launch radical change programs and wrenching restructurings will
almost certainly fail to make the leap. “Some of the key concepts discerned in the study,”
comments Jim Collins, "fly in the face of our modern business culture and will, quite frankly,
upset some people.” Perhaps, but who can afford to ignore these findings?
Are you looking for a fun and challenging quiz to tackle solo? Or looking to tackle it with friends
and family? Or looking for a big bank of questions for a pub quiz/quiz night? Here's what you
will discover with this book: 720 multiple choice questions: Choose from 4 possible answers
from each question. Unlike other quiz books we have seen out there - possible answers in The
Ultimate Geography Quiz book are meant to be challenging and the possible answers are well
researched to truly make you think - see below for more details. Challenging questions
throughout: Made to really engage the brain cells, even for the die-hard geographers!
Child/Family friendly questions: No sensitive topics are asked about within this book. Keep
Score: Optional scoring system to measure your quizzing ability! Matte paperback cover for
durability and ease of carrying, so your child can tackle questions at home or on the go. Tackle
the quiz alone, with your partner, or make it a social event with your friends and family!
Quizzes are great on commutes, and long drives - and equally as great as a social fun event
for friends and family. You cannot go wrong with a quiz night! This book makes a perfect gift
for adults and children with an interest in geography. Recommend age 12+ Question topics
within The Ultimate Geography Quiz include, but not limited to: Country and continent names,
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size, borders and locations respective to each other. Mountain, mountain heights, mountain
range and volcano names and their locations. Ocean, seas, marginal seas, and their locations
respective to each other City, building, landmark and capital city names and location. Deserts,
forests, jungles, glaciers! Country size, flags, language currency, religion, climate and
population. Flag, flag colors, other flag attributes. Physical Geography jargon. World record
facts regarding geography. Challenging multiple choice questions: We have seen several quiz
books that have a poor selection of multiple choice questions, such as example below... What
is the highest mountain in Turkey? A Mt. Whitney B Mt. Everest C Mt. Ararat D Mt. Cook Whilst
this question is somewhat tricky in itself, the answers given allow most geographers to
eliminate the 3 wrong answers quickly to come up with answer C. Instead of this approach, we
have kept the quiz more like shown below to make this strategy of quizzing harder for the
challenger... What is the highest mountain in Turkey? A Mt. Elbrus B Mt. Davamond C Mt.
Ararat D Mt. Bazarduzu Although it may be easy for some seasoned geographers, this
question, by the choices given is harder for the most part, and will hopefully trigger more
conversation/thought before answering. Order your copy now for hours of endless fun. Be sure
to check out other books in our range by clicking on the Author Page!
Ten Strategies of a World-Class Cyber Security Operations Center conveys MITRE's
accumulated expertise on enterprise-grade computer network defense. It covers ten key
qualities of leading Cyber Security Operations Centers (CSOCs), ranging from their structure
and organization, to processes that best enable smooth operations, to approaches that extract
maximum value from key CSOC technology investments. This book offers perspective and
context for key decision points in structuring a CSOC, such as what capabilities to offer, how to
architect large-scale data collection and analysis, and how to prepare the CSOC team for
agile, threat-based response. If you manage, work in, or are standing up a CSOC, this book is
for you. It is also available on MITRE's website, www.mitre.org.
“This book made me happy in the first five pages.” —AJ Jacobs, author of The Year of Living
Biblically: One Man's Humble Quest to Follow the Bible as Literally as Possible Award-winning
author Gretchen Rubin is back with a bang, with The Happiness Project. The author of the
bestselling 40 Ways to Look at Winston Churchill has produced a work that is “a cross
between the Dalai Lama’s The Art of Happiness and Elizabeth Gilbert’s Eat, Pray, Love.”
(Sonya Lyubomirsky, author of The How of Happiness: A Scientific Approach to Getting the
Life You Want) In the vein of Julie and Julia, The Happiness Project describes one person’s
year-long attempt to discover what leads to true contentment. Drawing at once on cutting-edge
science, classical philosophy, and real-world applicability, Rubin has written an engaging,
eminently relatable chronicle of transformation.
Baye's Managerial Economics and Business Strategy is one of the best-selling managerial
economics textbooks. It is the first textbook to blend tools from intermediate microeconomics,
game theory, and industrial organization for a managerial economics text. Baye is known for its
balanced coverage of traditional and modern topics, and the fourth edition continues to offer
the diverse managerial economics marketplace a flexible and up-to-date textbook. Baye offers
coverage of frontier research in his new chapter on advanced topics. The Fourth Edition also
offers completely new problem material, data, and much more.
In today's hyper-transparent world, consumers have enormous power to decide which brands
are worth their time and money—so how do you make sure they choose yours? Unfortunately,
most leaders and organizations are stuck following archaic, detrimental business practices.
Meanwhile, savvy consumers and employees across every generation are making their stance
perfectly clear: They are not interested in supporting organizations that seem inauthentic,
soulless, or untrustworthy. In this environment, only the honest will survive. In Honest to
Greatness, serial Inc. 5000 entrepreneur Peter Kozodoy shows how today's greatest business
leaders use honesty—not as a touchy-feely core value, but as a business strategy that
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produces game-changing, industry-dominating success. Through case studies and interviews
with leaders at Bridgewater Associates, Sprint, Quicken Loans, Domino's, The Ritz-Carlton,
and more, Kozodoy presents fresh business concepts that anyone in the workplace can
implement in order to: • Reach, engage, and retain your best customers • Attract and inspire
the best talent in any industry • Create an unbeatable culture of innovation that dominates your
competitors • Earn your team's respect and loyalty • Unlock deep personal fulfillment by
setting the "right" goals Filled with powerful lessons for current and future leaders, this timely
book demonstrates how to use honesty at both the organizational and individual level to
achieve true greatness in business and in life.
BEST STRATEGY BOOK OF 2018: AXIOM BUSINESS BOOK AWARDS ?From the New York
Times bestselling author on strategy Technobody--maker of wearable technologies--is under
attack. Its strategic plan is slowly being killed by the top 20 strategy challenges (villains) every
company faces: bad meetings (Meeting Menace), fire drills (Fire Driller), silos (Silo-Clops), and
too many priorities (Dr. Yes). They are members of the Anti-Strategy Squad, a gang whose
mission is to cause mass strategycide and global bankruption. But Technobody will not fail
without a fight. Led by its fearless managers and three superheroes--StrategyMan, Innovatara,
and Purposeidon--they will summon all of its strategic thinking powers to wage one final war
against bad strategy and save its plan. New research shows that the number one most
important leadership capability for executives is strategic thinking. Yet, only 3 out of every 10
people are strategic. With the leading cause of business failure being bad strategy, it's critical
that you and your team are equipped with the knowledge, skills, and tools to think strategically.
In StrategyMan vs. the Anti-Strategy Squad, you'll learn how to: - Develop a common language
for strategy. - Create a shared understanding of strategy. - Apply practical strategy tools to
your business. - Think strategically on a daily basis. - Infuse innovation into your strategies. Facilitate strategy conversations. - Lead strategic meetings. - Set clear strategic direction. Profitably grow your business. - Create competitive advantage. In today's ultracompetitive
market, it's be strategic . . . or be gone.
The ultimate guide to becoming a bar trivia champion! Which NBA coach coined and
trademarked the term "threepeat"? Which animal has four knees? Which famous candy bar is
named for a U.S. president's daughter? Brimming with answers to popular questions like these,
The Best Bar Trivia Book Ever arms you with the knowledge your team needs to annihilate
your bar trivia competition. This must-have guide features hundreds of facts, covering
everything from sports and pop culture to history and science, so that you're always ready to
deliver the ultimate trivia smackdown. You'll also get all the ins and outs of your favorite event
with information on important bar trivia rules, assembling a team, and claiming victories week
after week. Whether you're new to the scene or want to dominate at your local bar, this book
will help your team outsmart the competition every single week!
From the creator of Valuetainment, the #1 YouTube channel for entrepreneurs, and “one of the
most exciting thinkers” (Ray Dalio, author of Principles) in business today, comes a practical
and effective guide for thinking more clearly and achieving your most audacious professional
goals. Both successful entrepreneurs and chess grandmasters have the vision to look at the
pieces in front of them and anticipate their next five moves. In this book, Patrick Bet-David
“helps entrepreneurs understand exactly what they need to do next” (Brian Tracy, author of
Eat That Frog!) by translating this skill into a valuable methodology. Whether you feel like
you’ve hit a wall, lost your fire, or are looking for innovative strategies to take your business to
the next level, Your Next Five Moves has the answers. You will gain: CLARITY on what you
want and who you want to be. STRATEGY to help you reason in the war room and the board
room. GROWTH TACTICS for good times and bad. SKILLS for building the right team based
on strong values. INSIGHT on power plays and the art of applying leverage. Combining these
principles and revelations drawn from Patrick’s own rise to successful CEO, Your Next Five
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Moves is a must-read for any serious executive, strategist, or entrepreneur.
A guide for mining the imagination to find powerful new ways to succeed. We need imagination
now more than ever—to find new opportunities, rethink our businesses, and discover paths to
growth. Yet too many companies have lost their ability to imagine. What is this mysterious
capacity? How does imagination work? And how can organizations keep it alive and harness it
in a systematic way? The Imagination Machine answers these questions and more. Drawing
on the experience and insights of CEOs across several industries, as well as lessons from
neuroscience, computer science, psychology, and philosophy, Martin Reeves of Boston
Consulting Group's Henderson Institute and Jack Fuller, an expert in neuroscience, provide a
fascinating look into the mechanics of imagination and lay out a process for creating ideas and
bringing them to life: The Seduction: How to open yourself up to surprises The Idea: How to
generate new ideas The Collision: How to rethink your idea based on real-world feedback The
Epidemic: How to spread an evolving idea to others The New Ordinary: How to turn your novel
idea into an accepted reality The Encore: How to repeat the process—again and again.
Imagination is one of the least understood but most crucial ingredients of success. It's what
makes the difference between an incremental change and the kinds of pivots and paradigm
shifts that are essential to transformation—especially during a crisis. The Imagination Machine
is the guide you need to demystify and operationalize this powerful human capacity, to inject
new life into your company, and to head into unknown territory with the right tools at your
disposal.
In the spring of 2010, Harvard Business School’s graduating class asked HBS professor Clay
Christensen to address them—but not on how to apply his principles and thinking to their postHBS careers. The students wanted to know how to apply his wisdom to their personal lives. He
shared with them a set of guidelines that have helped him find meaning in his own life, which
led to this now-classic article. Although Christensen’s thinking is rooted in his deep religious
faith, these are strategies anyone can use. Since 1922, Harvard Business Review has been a
leading source of breakthrough ideas in management practice. The Harvard Business Review
Classics series now offers you the opportunity to make these seminal pieces a part of your
permanent management library. Each highly readable volume contains a groundbreaking idea
that continues to shape best practices and inspire countless managers around the world.
• More than 500 appearances on national bestseller lists • #1 Wall Street Journal, New York
Times, and USA Today • Won 12 book awards • Translated into 35 languages • Voted Top
100 Business Book of All Time on Goodreads People are using this simple, powerful concept
to focus on what matters most in their personal and work lives. Companies are helping their
employees be more productive with study groups, training, and coaching. Sales teams are
boosting sales. Churches are conducting classes and recommending for their members. By
focusing their energy on one thing at a time people are living more rewarding lives by building
their careers, strengthening their finances, losing weight and getting in shape, deepening their
faith, and nurturing stronger marriages and personal relationships. YOU WANT LESS. You
want fewer distractions and less on your plate. The daily barrage of e-mails, texts, tweets,
messages, and meetings distract you and stress you out. The simultaneous demands of work
and family are taking a toll. And what's the cost? Second-rate work, missed deadlines, smaller
paychecks, fewer promotions--and lots of stress. AND YOU WANT MORE. You want more
productivity from your work. More income for a better lifestyle. You want more satisfaction from
life, and more time for yourself, your family, and your friends. NOW YOU CAN HAVE BOTH —
LESS AND MORE. In The ONE Thing, you'll learn to * cut through the clutter * achieve better
results in less time * build momentum toward your goal* dial down the stress * overcome that
overwhelmed feeling * revive your energy * stay on track * master what matters to you The
ONE Thing delivers extraordinary results in every area of your life--work, personal, family, and
spiritual. WHAT'S YOUR ONE THING?
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"a provocative new book" -- The New York Times AI-centric organizations exhibit a new
operating architecture, redefining how they create, capture, share, and deliver value.
Marco Iansiti and Karim R. Lakhani show how reinventing the firm around data,
analytics, and AI removes traditional constraints on scale, scope, and learning that
have restricted business growth for hundreds of years. From Airbnb to Ant Financial,
Microsoft to Amazon, research shows how AI-driven processes are vastly more
scalable than traditional processes, allow massive scope increase, enabling companies
to straddle industry boundaries, and create powerful opportunities for learning--to drive
ever more accurate, complex, and sophisticated predictions. When traditional operating
constraints are removed, strategy becomes a whole new game, one whose rules and
likely outcomes this book will make clear. Iansiti and Lakhani: Present a framework for
rethinking business and operating models Explain how "collisions" between AIdriven/digital and traditional/analog firms are reshaping competition, altering the
structure of our economy, and forcing traditional companies to rearchitect their
operating models Explain the opportunities and risks created by digital firms Describe
the new challenges and responsibilities for the leaders of both digital and traditional
firms Packed with examples--including many from the most powerful and innovative
global, AI-driven competitors--and based on research in hundreds of firms across many
sectors, this is your essential guide for rethinking how your firm competes and operates
in the era of AI.
Now beyond its eleventh printing and translated into twelve languages, Michael
Porter’s The Competitive Advantage of Nations has changed completely our
conception of how prosperity is created and sustained in the modern global economy.
Porter’s groundbreaking study of international competitiveness has shaped national
policy in countries around the world. It has also transformed thinking and action in
states, cities, companies, and even entire regions such as Central America. Based on
research in ten leading trading nations, The Competitive Advantage of Nations offers
the first theory of competitiveness based on the causes of the productivity with which
companies compete. Porter shows how traditional comparative advantages such as
natural resources and pools of labor have been superseded as sources of prosperity,
and how broad macroeconomic accounts of competitiveness are insufficient. The book
introduces Porter’s “diamond,” a whole new way to understand the competitive
position of a nation (or other locations) in global competition that is now an integral part
of international business thinking. Porter's concept of “clusters,” or groups of
interconnected firms, suppliers, related industries, and institutions that arise in particular
locations, has become a new way for companies and governments to think about
economies, assess the competitive advantage of locations, and set public policy. Even
before publication of the book, Porter’s theory had guided national reassessments in
New Zealand and elsewhere. His ideas and personal involvement have shaped
strategy in countries as diverse as the Netherlands, Portugal, Taiwan, Costa Rica, and
India, and regions such as Massachusetts, California, and the Basque country.
Hundreds of cluster initiatives have flourished throughout the world. In an era of
intensifying global competition, this pathbreaking book on the new wealth of nations has
become the standard by which all future work must be measured.
Argues that a manager's central responsibility is to create and implement strategies,
challenges popular motivational practices, and shares anecdotes discussing how to
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enable action-oriented plans for real-world results.
Highly skilled 10x talent brings at least 10 times the value to your organization. By
understanding how to attract, manage, and retain these sought-after individuals, your
business will become more agile and innovative and experience transformational
growth. 10xers can tackle a company’s thorniest problems, improve their strongest
assets, and blaze a path to success. With the rapid digitization of every conceivable
product and service, the environment has transformed so fast that every organization
must be equipped with these phenomenally gifted employees to keep up. Game
Changer provides proven strategies on how your company can create the right
environment for top talent and breakthrough success by upending traditional business
practices. It also reveals how individuals can evolve from good to great to 10x, and
enjoy the many perks and rewards this status brings. With this book, you’ll learn: How
highly skilled talent is transforming companies of all sizes and industries through real
world stories and first-hand testimonies from top executives and entrepreneurs. Ways
managers can become coaches that empower their team to accomplish amazing
results.The unconventional business environment 10xers need for massive productivity,
including deep flow states, greater autonomy and ownership, and work time flexibility.
How to see yourself as both talent and management and become comfortable switching
these hats. For any reader who wants to make an impact at work, become a highly
skilled, phenomenally gifted employee, and experience the rewards and satisfaction of
being 10x, Game Changer shows you how. “Game Changer is a must-read for leaders
seeking actionable tools for empowering team members, unlocking their fullest
potentials, and achieving 10x the results.' —Daniel Lubetsky, Founder and Executive
Chairman of KIND Snacks
An accessible guide to the essential issues of corporate finance While you can find
numerous books focused on the topic of corporate finance, few offer the type of
information managers need to help them make important decisions day in and day out.
Value explores the core of corporate finance without getting bogged down in numbers
and is intended to give managers an accessible guide to both the foundations and
applications of corporate finance. Filled with in-depth insights from experts at McKinsey
& Company, this reliable resource takes a much more qualitative approach to what the
authors consider a lost art. Discusses the four foundational principles of corporate
finance Effectively applies the theory of value creation to our economy Examines ways
to maintain and grow value through mergers, acquisitions, and portfolio management
Addresses how to ensure your company has the right governance, performance
measurement, and internal discussions to encourage value-creating decisions A perfect
companion to the Fifth Edition of Valuation, this book will put the various issues
associated with corporate finance in perspective.
Everyone knows that the best way to create customer loyalty is with service so good, so
over the top, that it surprises and delights. But what if everyone is wrong? In their
acclaimed bestseller The Challenger Sale, Matthew Dixon and his colleagues at CEB
busted many longstanding myths about sales. Now they’ve turned their research and
analysis to a new vital business subject—customer loyalty—with a new book that turns
the conventional wisdom on its head. The idea that companies must delight customers
by exceeding service expectations is so entrenched that managers rarely even question
it. They devote untold time, energy, and resources to trying to dazzle people and inspire
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their undying loyalty. Yet CEB’s careful research over five years and tens of thousands
of respondents proves that the “dazzle factor” is wildly overrated—it simply doesn’t
predict repeat sales, share of wallet, or positive wordof-mouth. The reality: Loyalty is
driven by how well a company delivers on its basic promises and solves day-to-day
problems, not on how spectacular its service experience might be. Most customers
don’t want to be “wowed”; they want an effortless experience. And they are far more
likely to punish you for bad service than to reward you for good service. If you put on
your customer hat rather than your manager or marketer hat, this makes a lot of sense.
What do you really want from your cable company, a free month of HBO when it screws
up or a fast, painless restoration of your connection? What about your bank—do you
want free cookies and a cheerful smile, even a personal relationship with your teller? Or
just a quick in-and-out transaction and an easy way to get a refund when it accidentally
overcharges on fees? The Effortless Experience takes readers on a fascinating journey
deep inside the customer experience to reveal what really makes customers loyal—and
disloyal. The authors lay out the four key pillars of a low-effort customer experience,
along the way delivering robust data, shocking insights and profiles of companies that
are already using the principles revealed by CEB’s research, with great results. And
they include many tools and templates you can start applying right away to improve
service, reduce costs, decrease customer churn, and ultimately generate the elusive
loyalty that the “dazzle factor” fails to deliver. The rewards are there for the taking, and
the pathway to achieving them is now clearly marked.
A guide to putting cognitive diversity to work Ever wonder what it is that makes two
people click or clash? Or why some groups excel while others fumble? Or how you, as
a leader, can make or break team potential? Business Chemistry holds the answers.
Based on extensive research and analytics, plus years of proven success in the field,
the Business Chemistry framework provides a simple yet powerful way to identify
meaningful differences between people’s working styles. Who seeks possibilities and
who seeks stability? Who values challenge and who values connection? Business
Chemistry will help you grasp where others are coming from, appreciate the value they
bring, and determine what they need in order to excel. It offers practical ways to be
more effective as an individual and as a leader. Imagine you had a more in-depth
understanding of yourself and why you thrive in some work environments and flounder
in others. Suppose you had a clearer view on what to do about it so that you could
always perform at your best. Imagine you had more insight into what makes people tick
and what ticks them off, how some interactions unlock potential while others shut
people down. Suppose you could gain people’s trust, influence them, motivate them,
and get the very most out of your work relationships. Imagine you knew how to create a
work environment where all types of people excel, even if they have conflicting
perspectives, preferences and needs. Suppose you could activate the potential benefits
of diversity on your teams and in your organizations, improving collaboration to achieve
the group’s collective potential. Business Chemistry offers all of this--you don’t have to
leave it up to chance, and you shouldn’t. Let this book guide you in creating great
chemistry!
Make workplace conflict resolution a game that EVERYBODY wins! Recent studies
show that typical managers devote more than a quarter of their time to resolving
coworker disputes. The Big Book of Conflict-Resolution Games offers a wealth of
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activities and exercises for groups of any size that let you manage your business
(instead of managing personalities). Part of the acclaimed, bestselling Big Books series,
this guide offers step-by-step directions and customizable tools that empower you to
heal rifts arising from ineffective communication, cultural/personality clashes, and other
specific problem areas—before they affect your organization's bottom line. Let The Big
Book of Conflict-Resolution Games help you to: Build trust Foster morale Improve
processes Overcome diversity issues And more Dozens of physical and verbal
activities help create a safe environment for teams to explore several common forms of
conflict—and their resolution. Inexpensive, easy-to-implement, and proved effective at
Fortune 500 corporations and mom-and-pop businesses alike, the exercises in The Big
Book of Conflict-Resolution Games delivers everything you need to make your
workplace more efficient, effective, and engaged.
#1 New York Times Bestseller “THIS. This is the right book for right now. Yes, learning
requires focus. But, unlearning and relearning requires much more—it requires choosing
courage over comfort. In Think Again, Adam Grant weaves together research and storytelling
to help us build the intellectual and emotional muscle we need to stay curious enough about
the world to actually change it. I’ve never felt so hopeful about what I don’t know.” —Brené
Brown, Ph.D., #1 New York Times bestselling author of Dare to Lead The bestselling author of
Give and Take and Originals examines the critical art of rethinking: learning to question your
opinions and open other people's minds, which can position you for excellence at work and
wisdom in life Intelligence is usually seen as the ability to think and learn, but in a rapidly
changing world, there's another set of cognitive skills that might matter more: the ability to
rethink and unlearn. In our daily lives, too many of us favor the comfort of conviction over the
discomfort of doubt. We listen to opinions that make us feel good, instead of ideas that make
us think hard. We see disagreement as a threat to our egos, rather than an opportunity to
learn. We surround ourselves with people who agree with our conclusions, when we should be
gravitating toward those who challenge our thought process. The result is that our beliefs get
brittle long before our bones. We think too much like preachers defending our sacred beliefs,
prosecutors proving the other side wrong, and politicians campaigning for approval--and too
little like scientists searching for truth. Intelligence is no cure, and it can even be a curse: being
good at thinking can make us worse at rethinking. The brighter we are, the blinder to our own
limitations we can become. Organizational psychologist Adam Grant is an expert on opening
other people's minds--and our own. As Wharton's top-rated professor and the bestselling
author of Originals and Give and Take, he makes it one of his guiding principles to argue like
he's right but listen like he's wrong. With bold ideas and rigorous evidence, he investigates how
we can embrace the joy of being wrong, bring nuance to charged conversations, and build
schools, workplaces, and communities of lifelong learners. You'll learn how an international
debate champion wins arguments, a Black musician persuades white supremacists to abandon
hate, a vaccine whisperer convinces concerned parents to immunize their children, and Adam
has coaxed Yankees fans to root for the Red Sox. Think Again reveals that we don't have to
believe everything we think or internalize everything we feel. It's an invitation to let go of views
that are no longer serving us well and prize mental flexibility over foolish consistency. If
knowledge is power, knowing what we don't know is wisdom.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • More than one million copies sold! A “brilliant” (Lupita
Nyong’o, Time), “poignant” (Entertainment Weekly), “soul-nourishing” (USA Today) memoir
about coming of age during the twilight of apartheid “Noah’s childhood stories are told with all
the hilarity and intellect that characterizes his comedy, while illuminating a dark and brutal
period in South Africa’s history that must never be forgotten.”—Esquire Winner of the Thurber
Prize for American Humor and an NAACP Image Award • Named one of the best books of the
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year by The New York Time, USA Today, San Francisco Chronicle, NPR, Esquire, Newsday,
and Booklist Trevor Noah’s unlikely path from apartheid South Africa to the desk of The Daily
Show began with a criminal act: his birth. Trevor was born to a white Swiss father and a black
Xhosa mother at a time when such a union was punishable by five years in prison. Living proof
of his parents’ indiscretion, Trevor was kept mostly indoors for the earliest years of his life,
bound by the extreme and often absurd measures his mother took to hide him from a
government that could, at any moment, steal him away. Finally liberated by the end of South
Africa’s tyrannical white rule, Trevor and his mother set forth on a grand adventure, living
openly and freely and embracing the opportunities won by a centuries-long struggle. Born a
Crime is the story of a mischievous young boy who grows into a restless young man as he
struggles to find himself in a world where he was never supposed to exist. It is also the story of
that young man’s relationship with his fearless, rebellious, and fervently religious mother—his
teammate, a woman determined to save her son from the cycle of poverty, violence, and
abuse that would ultimately threaten her own life. The stories collected here are by turns
hilarious, dramatic, and deeply affecting. Whether subsisting on caterpillars for dinner during
hard times, being thrown from a moving car during an attempted kidnapping, or just trying to
survive the life-and-death pitfalls of dating in high school, Trevor illuminates his curious world
with an incisive wit and unflinching honesty. His stories weave together to form a moving and
searingly funny portrait of a boy making his way through a damaged world in a dangerous time,
armed only with a keen sense of humor and a mother’s unconventional, unconditional love.
From the Nobel Prize-winning author of Thinking, Fast and Slow and the coauthor of Nudge, a
revolutionary exploration of why people make bad judgments and how to make better ones--"a
tour de force” (New York Times). Imagine that two doctors in the same city give different
diagnoses to identical patients—or that two judges in the same courthouse give markedly
different sentences to people who have committed the same crime. Suppose that different
interviewers at the same firm make different decisions about indistinguishable job
applicants—or that when a company is handling customer complaints, the resolution depends
on who happens to answer the phone. Now imagine that the same doctor, the same judge, the
same interviewer, or the same customer service agent makes different decisions depending on
whether it is morning or afternoon, or Monday rather than Wednesday. These are examples of
noise: variability in judgments that should be identical. In Noise, Daniel Kahneman, Olivier
Sibony, and Cass R. Sunstein show the detrimental effects of noise in many fields, including
medicine, law, economic forecasting, forensic science, bail, child protection, strategy,
performance reviews, and personnel selection. Wherever there is judgment, there is noise.
Yet, most of the time, individuals and organizations alike are unaware of it. They neglect noise.
With a few simple remedies, people can reduce both noise and bias, and so make far better
decisions. Packed with original ideas, and offering the same kinds of research-based insights
that made Thinking, Fast and Slow and Nudge groundbreaking New York Times bestsellers,
Noise explains how and why humans are so susceptible to noise in judgment—and what we can
do about it.
Many senior executives talk about information as one of their most important assets, but few
behave as if it is. They report to the board on the health of their workforce, their financials, their
customers, and their partnerships, but rarely the health of their information assets.
Corporations typically exhibit greater discipline in tracking and accounting for their office
furniture than their data. Infonomics is the theory, study, and discipline of asserting economic
significance to information. It strives to apply both economic and asset management principles
and practices to the valuation, handling, and deployment of information assets. This book
specifically shows: CEOs and business leaders how to more fully wield information as a
corporate asset CIOs how to improve the flow and accessibility of information CFOs how to
help their organizations measure the actual and latent value in their information assets. More
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directly, this book is for the burgeoning force of chief data officers (CDOs) and other
information and analytics leaders in their valiant struggle to help their organizations become
more infosavvy. Author Douglas Laney has spent years researching and developing
Infonomics and advising organizations on the infinite opportunities to monetize, manage, and
measure information. This book delivers a set of new ideas, frameworks, evidence, and even
approaches adapted from other disciplines on how to administer, wield, and understand the
value of information. Infonomics can help organizations not only to better develop, sell, and
market their offerings, but to transform their organizations altogether. "Doug Laney masterfully
weaves together a collection of great examples with a solid framework to guide readers on how
to gain competitive advantage through what he labels "the unruly asset" – data. The framework
is comprehensive, the advice practical and the success stories global and across industries
and applications." Liz Rowe, Chief Data Officer, State of New Jersey "A must read for anybody
who wants to survive in a data centric world." Shaun Adams, Head of Data Science,
Betterbathrooms.com "Phenomenal! An absolute must read for data practitioners, business
leaders and technology strategists. Doug's lucid style has a set a new standard in providing
intelligible material in the field of information economics. His passion and knowledge on the
subject exudes thru his literature and inspires individuals like me." Ruchi Rajasekhar, Principal
Data Architect, MISO Energy "I highly recommend Infonomics to all aspiring analytics leaders.
Doug Laney’s work gives readers a deeper understanding of how and why information should
be monetized and managed as an enterprise asset. Laney’s assertion that accounting should
recognize information as a capital asset is quite convincing and one I agree with. Infonomics
enjoyably echoes that sentiment!" Matt Green, independent business analytics consultant,
Atlanta area "If you care about the digital economy, and you should, read this book." Tanya
Shuckhart, Analyst Relations Lead, IRI Worldwide
Introduction to Business covers the scope and sequence of most introductory business
courses. The book provides detailed explanations in the context of core themes such as
customer satisfaction, ethics, entrepreneurship, global business, and managing change.
Introduction to Business includes hundreds of current business examples from a range of
industries and geographic locations, which feature a variety of individuals. The outcome is a
balanced approach to the theory and application of business concepts, with attention to the
knowledge and skills necessary for student success in this course and beyond.
Explains how companies must pinpoint business strategies to a few critically important
choices, identifying common blunders while outlining simple exercises and questions that can
guide day-to-day and long-term decisions.
How to navigate your strategy journey in business using a five model framework and
methodology that teaches you to play 'SMART' and 'win' in the game of business and career
ascension.
The best-selling workbook and grammar guide, revised and updated! Hailed as one of the best
books around for teaching grammar, The Blue Book of Grammar and Punctuation includes
easy-to-understand rules, abundant examples, dozens of reproducible exercises, and pre- and
post-tests to help teach grammar to middle and high schoolers, college students, ESL
students, homeschoolers, and more. This concise, entertaining workbook makes learning
English grammar and usage simple and fun. This updated Twelfth Edition reflects the latest
updates to English usage and grammar and features a two-color design and lay-flat binding for
easy photocopying. Clear and concise, with easy-to-follow explanations, offering “just the
facts” on English grammar, punctuation, and usage Fully updated to reflect the latest rules,
along with quizzes and pre- and post-tests to help teach grammar Ideal for students from
seventh grade through adulthood in the US and abroad For anyone who wants to understand
the major rules and subtle guidelines of English grammar and usage, The Blue Book of
Grammar and Punctuation offers comprehensive, straightforward instruction.
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"Coyle spent three years researching the question of what makes a successful
group tick, visiting some of the world's most productive groups--including Pixar,
Navy SEALs, Zappos, IDEO, and the San Antonio Spurs. Coyle discovered that
high-performing groups ... generate three key messages that enable them to
excel: 1. Safety (we are connected), 2. Shared risk (we are vulnerable together),
3. Purpose (we are part of the same story)"-#1 New York Times Bestseller Legendary venture capitalist John Doerr reveals
how the goal-setting system of Objectives and Key Results (OKRs) has helped
tech giants from Intel to Google achieve explosive growth—and how it can help
any organization thrive. In the fall of 1999, John Doerr met with the founders of a
start-up whom he'd just given $12.5 million, the biggest investment of his career.
Larry Page and Sergey Brin had amazing technology, entrepreneurial energy,
and sky-high ambitions, but no real business plan. For Google to change the
world (or even to survive), Page and Brin had to learn how to make tough
choices on priorities while keeping their team on track. They'd have to know
when to pull the plug on losing propositions, to fail fast. And they needed timely,
relevant data to track their progress—to measure what mattered. Doerr taught
them about a proven approach to operating excellence: Objectives and Key
Results. He had first discovered OKRs in the 1970s as an engineer at Intel,
where the legendary Andy Grove ("the greatest manager of his or any era") drove
the best-run company Doerr had ever seen. Later, as a venture capitalist, Doerr
shared Grove's brainchild with more than fifty companies. Wherever the process
was faithfully practiced, it worked. In this goal-setting system, objectives define
what we seek to achieve; key results are how those top-priority goals will be
attained with specific, measurable actions within a set time frame. Everyone's
goals, from entry level to CEO, are transparent to the entire organization. The
benefits are profound. OKRs surface an organization's most important work.
They focus effort and foster coordination. They keep employees on track. They
link objectives across silos to unify and strengthen the entire company. Along the
way, OKRs enhance workplace satisfaction and boost retention. In Measure
What Matters, Doerr shares a broad range of first-person, behind-the-scenes
case studies, with narrators including Bono and Bill Gates, to demonstrate the
focus, agility, and explosive growth that OKRs have spurred at so many great
organizations. This book will help a new generation of leaders capture the same
magic.
Now available in paperback, with an all new Reader's guide, The New York
Times and Business Week bestseller Co-opetition revolutionized the game of
business. With over 40,000 copies sold and now in its 9th printing, Co-opetition is
a business strategy that goes beyond the old rules of competition and
cooperation to combine the advantages of both. Co-opetition is a pioneering, high
profit means of leveraging business relationships. Intel, Nintendo, American
Express, NutraSweet, American Airlines, and dozens of other companies have
been using the strategies of co-opetition to change the game of business to their
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benefit. Formulating strategies based on game theory, authors Brandenburger
and Nalebuff created a book that's insightful and instructive for managers eager
to move their companies into a new mind set.
A data-driven assessment of what enables some companies to outperform over
the long term in spite of comparable constraints analyzes the practices of
thousands of high- and low-performing companies over a 45-year period to
reveal unique thinking habits and counterintuitive strategies.
Rethink your business for the digital age. Every business begun before the
Internet now faces the same challenge: How to transform to compete in a digital
economy? Globally recognized digital expert David L. Rogers argues that digital
transformation is not about updating your technology but about upgrading your
strategic thinking. Based on Rogers's decade of research and teaching at
Columbia Business School, and his consulting for businesses around the world,
The Digital Transformation Playbook shows how pre-digital-era companies can
reinvigorate their game plans and capture the new opportunities of the digital
world. Rogers shows why traditional businesses need to rethink their underlying
assumptions in five domains of strategy—customers, competition, data,
innovation, and value. He reveals how to harness customer networks, platforms,
big data, rapid experimentation, and disruptive business models—and how to
integrate these into your existing business and organization. Rogers illustrates
every strategy in this playbook with real-world case studies, from Google to GE,
from Airbnb to the New York Times. With practical frameworks and nine step-bystep planning tools, he distills the lessons of today's greatest digital innovators
and makes them usable for businesses at any stage. Many books offer advice for
digital start-ups, but The Digital Transformation Playbook is the first complete
treatment of how legacy businesses can transform to thrive in the digital age. It is
an indispensable guide for executives looking to take their firms to the next stage
of profitable growth.
The authors of Thinking Strategically demonstrate how to apply the principles in
game theory to achieve greater personal and professional successes, drawing on
a diverse array of case studies to explain how to develop a win-oriented way of
seeing the world.
Beat the odds with a bold strategy from McKinsey & Company “Every once in a
while, a genuinely fresh approach to business strategy appears” – legendary
business professor Richard Rumelt, UCLA McKinsey & Company’s newest,
most definitive, and most irreverent book on strategy—which thousands of
executives are already using—is a must-read for all C-suite executives looking to
create winning corporate strategies. Strategy Beyond the Hockey Stick is
spearheading an empirical revolution in the field of strategy. Based on an
extensive analysis of the key factors that drove the long-term performance of
thousands of global companies, the book offers a ground-breaking formula that
enables you to objectively assess your strategy’s real odds of future success.
"This book is fundamental. The principles laid out here, with compelling data, are
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a great way around the social pitfalls in strategy development.” — Frans Van
Houten, CEO, Royal Philips N.V. The authors have discovered that over a
10-year period, just 1 in 12 companies manage to jump from the middle tier of
corporate performance—where 60% of companies reside, making very little
economic profit—to the top quintile where 90% of global economic profit is made.
This movement does not happen by magic—it depends on your company’s
current position, the trends it faces, and the big moves you make to give it the
strongest chance of vaulting over the competition. This is not another strategy
framework. Rather, Strategy Beyond the Hockey Stick shows, through empirical
analysis and the experiences of dozens of companies that have successfully
made multiple big moves, that to dramatically improve performance, you have to
overcome incrementalism and corporate inertia. “A different kind of book—I
couldn’t put it down. Inspiring new insights on the facts of what it takes to move a
company’s performance, combined with practical advice on how to deal with reallife dynamics in management teams.” —Jane Fraser, CEO, Citigroup Latin
America
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